Purpose-built for Education
Designed as a classic laptop for students who look for
productivity, portability and a great performance, LEAP
Connect T304 was especially designed to be used by children.
For instance, the possibility of dropping the device to the ﬂoor
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or accidental spills on the keyboard were kept in mind.

Drop resistant up to 100 cm
MIL-STD-810G

Liquid spill resistant up to 200 cc
Keyboard & Touchpad IP5x

LEAP Connect T304
Explore and experiment
As an educational device, LEAP Connect T304 was designed to support children in their
learning journey through the development of key skills of this age range, such as
observation, experimentation, creativity, imagination and expression.
LEAP Connect T304 oﬀers over 10h battery life and LTE cellular connectivity and features
a processor with up to 20% faster system performance than competitive platforms.

Over 10h
battery life

Round edges &
no sharp corners
For a safer user experience

Product Speciﬁcations
OS • Windows® 10 on ARM
CPU • Qualcomm® SnapdragonTM 7c SC7180 LTE
Memory • 4GB LPDDR4
Storage • 64GB SSD
Display • 11.6” TN HD 1366 x 768 anti-glare
I/O • 1x DC-In; 2x USB 3.2 Type-A; 1x USB 3.2 Type-C (Data); 1x Micro-SD Card Slot; 1x
Micro-SIM Card Slot; 1x HDMI; 1x Combo, Audio Jack;
Audio • 2x Speakers; 1x Digital Mic
Connectivity • Wi-Fi 802.11AC 2x2 + BT 5.0 LTE (optional)
Camera • 1MP
Battery • 2-Cell 4000mAh, 30Wh ]*
Adapter • 12V/ 2A 24W
Weight • 1.2kg
Dimensions • 305 x 201.5 x 19.9~24.0mm
*Results are based on test under controlled conditions using the APPmark® 2018 battery life benchmark (Basic product
conﬁguration, brightness 50%, WiFi, BT & LTE - ON). Battery Life depends on numerous factors including product
conﬁguration and usage, screen brightness, operating conditions, wireless functionality, power management settings and
other factors. The maximum capacity of the battery will naturally decrease with time and usage.
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